The Book Of Qualities

J. Ruth Gendler

The book of qualities by J. Ruth Gendler; 4 editions; First published in 1984; Subjects: User friendly colourful imagery psychology Emotions, Accessible book, Protected DAISY, In library, Emotions. A series of abstractions and concretisations of human good and bad qualities: anger, fear, joy, utilising imagery and colour to personify these qualities. Gendler makes each quality/emotion into a distinct human entity in order to expand and detail their essence. Words fail me. I have searched for two decades to find this book again! Subjects. User friendly colourful imagery psychology Emotions, Accessible book, Protected DAISY, In library, Emotions.
Clara is raising funds for The Book of Qualities Stage Adaptation on Kickstarter! For our senior project, we are adapting and performing J. Ruth Gendler's influential book of poetry "The Book of Qualities" April 13-15. For our senior project, we are adapting and performing J. Ruth Gendler's influential book of poetry "The Book of Qualities" April 13-15. Created by Clara.